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Autocriticism challenges 
normative boundaries and 
meanings of ‘self’. This 
thesis reviews primitive 
self-perspectives that 
verge on singularity 
between environment and 
self, suggesting a certain 
reciprocity between self-
ideation and community-
realizations. The theoretical 
construction is narrativized 
in script one: “two poets on 
the meaning of autocriticism”. 
The dialogue incorporates 
frameworks of psychoanalysis 
and contemporaneity in 
literary criticism. Within it, 
two poets contextualize 
criticism “-in house, today”, 

effectively reversing the 
plane of projections and 
introjections. The phenomena 
of criticism becoming no-
criticism is demonstrated 
“-in house” for the reviewers 
of this M. Arch thesis in the 
second script: “two analysts 
on architect-neurosis”. As a 
set, the two scripts foreground 
three “viewings” of ‘self’ that 
each actualize its own art of 
subjectivity: Designer’s Block 
on Kirkland street, Resident’s 
Safe over Cambridge-
Somerville, and Students’ 
Sandbox for Blackstone Steam 
Plant. Individually, the projects 
cultivate different forms 
of community-realization 
at respective sites, but 
collectively, they produce a 
patterned body that reflects 
the voyeur’s understanding of 
the relative environment.





■■■: What is autocriticism? 

■■: Autocriticism1  is the word that recalls the image of 
“grounded self”. There is an exceptional connection between 

the word and the image. Even when the nominal meaning of 
the word is pulled farthest apart, the bond is sustained.2

■■■: “Grounded self”. Within the image, ‘self’ is explicitly 
differentiated from the ‘ground.’ And yet they have come 
together in the present. What does this image accomplish?

■■: The image of “grounded self” can help people negotiate 
aspects of self [*auto1] and mass-self [*auto2,3]. It provides 
protection against oppression and othering by examining self-
deception and societal inequality.

■■■: The proposed discipline is diffuse in both the meter 
and the meaning of the word.3 The word-form is sufficient 
to deliver the differentia of the image. Language is radically 
powerless against symbolic forces that shift the signified-
signifier relationship.4 

1 [*Autocriticism]
 [“the practice of sieving self”]
 [“the teaching of relinquishing same-self”]
 [“the doctrine of overthrowing given difference”]
2 [Auto – critic – ism]
 [auto] – [critic] – [ism]
 [αὐτός] – [κριτικός] – [ισμός]
 [ *auto-1 – *auto-2,3 ] – [ *krei-] – [ *-id- ] – [ *-yéti ] – [ *-mos ]
 [self ; self-copy, same, internalization] - [sift, sieve, filter, reduce] - [practice, system, doctrine]
3 John Crowe Ransom, “Wanted: An Ontological Critic”, The New Criticism. (Greenwood Press, 1979): 279.
 “The poetic discourse must treat what cannot be treated in scientific discourse.”
4 Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913), “Nature of the Linguistic Sign” and “Immutability and mutability of the sign”, 

Course in General Linguistics (Columbia University Press, 2011): 67, 72.
 “The real object of linguistics is the normal, regular life of an existing idiom.”

Two Poets on the Meaning of Autocriticism



■■: To note the antecedence and prevalence of the
image, consider the comparative translation between

“autocriticism” and “自我省察”5. Both the English 
word and the Classical Chinese Han four-letter idiom 
are assemblies of ancient characters that connect to 
the image of “grounded self”. They radically collide the 
celebration of individual uniqueness in self [ αὐτός 1 : 自] 
and the politics of demonstrating sameness [inflection of 
cultum6  : αὐτός2,3 : 我 : allusion7 : ars erotica8]. 

5 Autocriticism (translation to a four-letter-idiom in Classical Chinese Han)
 [自我省察], (자아성찰 ; 自我省察 ; zì wǒ xǐng chá )

[self] – [self] – [omit, reduce, simplify, province] –  [[examine, investigate, notice]-in house]
[自]	–	[	手 + 戈 ]	–		[	少 + 目	]	–		[	宀	+	[ 示 + 肉 + 又 ]]
[Nose] –  [hand + plow] –  [eye + plant] –  [house + [alter × meat × hand]]
[self self] –  [self-copy, same, cult, dwell] –  [seer and seen] – [examine in house]

6 inflection of cultum
 [cultum] : inflection of cultus 
 [cultus] : perfect passive participle of [colō]
 [colō : “cultivate; worship”] : present infinitive of [colere]
 [colere: “cultivate; inhabit; practice; guard.” ] : future passive indicative of [colō] 

[*kʷel-: "to revolve, move round, dwell."] , (Proto-Indo-European root)
7 allusion: 

“The strategy behind the opening image thus becomes: "to speak of something else as a way to introduce 
the subject of the song. […] Emotion becomes effective against a backdrop of quietude; the incitement of 
the world reveals itself as creative only through inner availability and reflection”

François Jullien and Hawkes Sophie. “Between Emotion and Landscape: The World is Not an Object of 
Representation”, Detour and Access. (New York: Zone Books: 2000): 148.

8 ars erotica: 
“In the erotic art, truth is drawn from pleasure itself […] pleasure is not considered in relation to an 
absolute law of the permitted and the forbidden, nor by reference to a criterion of utility, but first and 
foremost in relation to itself”

Michel Foucault. “Scientia sexualis” History of Sexuality, Vol. 1, (1978), 73.



In both sets of word-forming elements, cognizance is 
marked as a product of reduction [κριτικός : 省]9 , while 

“the display of flesh” [ 祭 : “I-it” : *-id- ] is found as the 
grounding material10 of “the source, the genitive singular” 

11. To gather precaution, the examination of the flesh must 
be hosted “-in house”, an extraordinary separation from 
the world [ 察12: -ism13]. The product of autocriticism, self-
knowledge, brings a certain awareness about what have 
been censored “out of house”. 

9 [dialectics of seeing : 省 ] (access to ground);
 [“seer –  seen” : “realize; reduce; omit”]
 [ vīsiō – phantasíā ] : [ 目 + 少 ] ;
 [*weyd- + *bha-] : [ 目 + 少 ] ; (Mycenaean Greek syllabic script : Oracle-Bone-Script)
 [“to see” + “to shine”] : [“eye” + “plant”] 
10 [material]

[materialis] (Latin)
[materia] +[-alis]
[māter]-[ -ia] +[-alis].
[“matron of a house”] – [“genitive suffix”] – [ “to grow”]

[mother]
[*m-] – [other] 
[*m-] – [oþer] ; (Old English)
[*m-] – [anþeraz] – [*-dṓm] ; (Proto-Germanic) 
[*m-] – [ánteros] – [*-dem] ; (Proto-Indo-European)
[“source; genitive singular”] – [“one of two; second”] – [“build; arrange; together”].
[ 口 ] – [ △ ] – [ ⊖ ]

11 [m : “voiced bilabial sound, consonant using both lips”]
[ *m- ] : [ ㅁ ]
[ m : “em” (alphabet letter)] : [ ㅁ ; (Hangul consonant)] 
[ μ : “mu” (ancient Greek letter)] : [ 口 (translingual Han character]]
[口 ; (pictogram character) ] : [mem” ; (Phoenician letter)“ : �� ]

[ half of 𓈖 ; (Egyptian Hieroglyph] : [ 口 ; (Oracle-Bone-Script)]
[*maʾ- ; (Proto-Semitic)] : [*ku(w) ;(Proto-Sino-Tibetan)]
[“half of water”] : [“opened mouth”]

12 察 : “examine in house”
[ 宀 + 祭 ]
[“house” + “sacrifice, worship”]
[宀] + [肉 + 又 + 示]
[“house”] + [“meat” + “hand”+ “alter”]

13 -ism : “a practice, system, doctrine; belief”
[ -ismós ]
[ -ισμός ] 
[ -ízō ] – [ -μός ] 
[*-idyéti] – [*-mos]
[*-id- ] – [ *-yéti] – [*-mos]
[“it ; pronominal; of pronoun; ego”]-[“creates intransitive action from”]-[ “forms abstraction”]



■■■: So autocriticism consumes “self-sanctioning 
subjects” and return “Other-sanctioned objects”. 
Can you define strategies of power that are 
immanent in this will to self-knowledge? 14,15

■■: Yes. Through autocriticism, “sameness in self” becomes 
“projections of others” rather than “properties of self”.  That 

is, “projective-authorships” are interpreted as “introjective 
readerships”. Here are five explicit examples:

1. The gendered-author internalized “dominating language”. 

2. The empiricist-author internalized “colonizing idealism”. 

3. The visionary-author internalized “Romantic dreams”. 

4. The poet-author internalized “stage and foolish audience”. 

5. The literati-author internalized “pertinence with the external”.

14 Antoine Picon, 2021. “Architecture and Language: An Incomplete Encounter”, The Materiality of Architecture.
(University of Minnesota Press, 2021): 43.

 “What kind of relationship may exist between architectural rules and principles, on the one hand, and the 
structures of language and thought, on the other?” 

15 Michel Foucault, “The Discourse on Language” (L’ordre du discourse), The Archaeology of Knowledge, (originally in 
French, 1971): p219.

"A will to knowledge emerged which, anticipating its present content, sketched out a schema of possible, 
observable, measurable and classifiable objects; a will to knowledge which imposed upon the knowing 
subject-in some ways taking precedence over all experience […].”



■■■: These objects attest to how self-knowledge 
radically opens up ‘interpersonal experience’ to 

‘introspective cultivation and community 
formation’. What might be key between them?

■■: Horror.16 Self-knowledge must recite horror 
for recognition because “introjection”17 and “the 
adopting of sameness”18 are cited by horror. The 
word “cognition” indicates the symmetric difference 
in “ablated preposition of  the singular-future-
passive second-person”.19

16 [horror]
 “The “Theater of Cruelty” and “Tragic Drama” present the “absent void” in full and necessary rigor.”
  [*horzēō : “to bristle, shudder”] – [-tōr ; past participle nominative suffix]
  [excite-incite] 
   [cite]
   [citare] : frequentative of [ciēre]
   [ciēre : “rouse, excite, call”]
   [kinein : “to move; to change”]
   [*keie- : “to set in motion”]
17 [introjection] : “unreferrable, unseen, censored”

“One part of their personalities […] got stuck in its development at a level where it was unable to use the 
alloplastic way of reaction but could only react in an autoplastic way by a kind of mimicry.”

S. Ferenczi, “Confusion of tongues between adults and the child”, Final Contributions (1933): 167.
18 [transference] : “the adopting of sameness; repetition and recurrence; re-enactment”
Sigmund Freud, “Remembering, repeating, and working-through” (1914), Standard Edition 12: 148.
19 [cognition]
 [cognitiō]
 [co ; allomorph of con]– [ nōscēre ; second-person singular future passive indicative]
 [ con-, com- ; ablative preposition] – [gnōscō] – [ -tiō ; resultative suffix]
 [ *ḱóm : “next to, at, with, along”] – [ *gnō- : “to know”] – [ *-tis- : “of result”].
  [ △ ]
  [“one of two; second” ; “symmetric difference”]



■■■: Who is the theft of the horror-discourse?20

20 Derrida, Jacques., Writing and Difference (L’écriture et la différence), (1967): p186.
 In “The Theater of Cruelty and the Closure of Representation”
 “But also in its most hidden sense, this affirmation has not yet begun to exist.”

In “La Parole Soufflée”:
“The theatre of words, a theater of deviation from the groundwork of a preestablished text, a table 
written by a God-Author who [wield] the primal word. […] Now, “We must believe in a sense of life 
renewed by the theater, a sense of life in which [“self”] fearlessly make “self” the master of what 
does not yet exists and brings it into being.”



■■: “The grounded” is the only exception through 
the sift. To understand the affect of the doctrine  
beyond the given examples, consider the semantic 
prison of autocriticism.21 The definable linguistic  
boundaries engender “progressive criticism”, which 
can range between autocriticism and hypocriticism. 
Each “projection of criticism” regresses to 

“allocriticism” as persuasiveness of the given 
projection deteriorates. 

■■■: I see that. Autocriticism cultivates the faculty 
to design, the ability to make decisions compatible 
with the psychodynamics22 of language23. However, 

“truth is not an intent which realizes itself in 
empirical reality; it is the power that determines the 
essence of this empirical reality.”24 

21 [criticism↔ not-criticism]
 [ “criticism = allocriticism” ] ↔ [ “autocriticism = hypocriticism” ]
 [“seen, scene, authored, othered” – “grounded, environment, cited, partnered”]
22 Heinz Kohut, “Introspection, empathy, and psychoanalysis” (1959): 469.

“How is our faculty of making a choice or of coming to a decision compatible with the law of psychic 
determinism? […] We must define the psychoanalytic meaning of the term interpersonal as connoting an 
interpersonal experience open to introspective self-observation.”

23 K. Michael Hays, Andrew Holder, Inscriptions : Architecture before Speech, (Harvard University Graduate School of 
Design. 2021).

“The act of inscription brings the figural into being. Architecture's inaugural act of opening up that 
space is inscription: [...] architectural materiality that is anterior to phenomenon but no less real 
for that. [It reconstitutes] the architectural subject after the demise of the architectural Symbolic 
[defined by] Architectural inscription [...] to enact a displacement of what precedes figuration : [event, 
encounter, mnemonic trace, a network of signification, material support]. […] Architecture developed 
the theory of the sign to its fullest, and with it came the understanding of architecture as a specific kind 
of production whose primary task is the construction of cultural meaning and knowledge.”

24 Walter Benjamin, “Epistemo-critical-prologue”, The Origin of German Tragic Drama (Ursprung des deutschen 
Trauerspiels), (University of Frankfurt, 1925): 36.

“The essence of truth as the self-respecting realm of ideas […]. Seductive as long as it wishes to shine 
forth brilliance, beauty provokes pursuit by the intellect, and it reveals its innocence only by taking 
refuge on the altar of truth. [Beauty] will always flee in dread before the intellect."



The Description of the Human Body and All Its Functions
René Descartes, Treatise on Man (L’Homme), trans. Claude 
Clerselier (Paris, 1664): La description du corps humain et de 
toutes ses fonctions.

1.
The gendered-author 
internalized 
“dominating language” 



Domestic Voyeurism
Beatriz Colomina, “Intimacy And Spectacle: The Interiors of Adolf 
Loos”, Architectural Association File n.20, (London, 1990).

 “Loos seems to have reversed the Cartesian schism 
between the perceptual and the conceptual. Where 
Descartes deprived the body of its status as the seat of 
valid and transmissible knowledge, Loos privileges the 
bodily experience of space over its mental construction: the 
architect first sense the space, then he visualizes it.”
 “The spaces in Loos’s interiors cover the occupants as 
clothes cover the body. [...] It is an ‘architecture of pleasure’, 
an architecture of the womb’.

Adolf Loos, Baker house, Paris 1928



Extant Empiricist: 
“Replicate a mirror image of an extant measurement, here.”

Autographers and 
Allographers: 
Stan Allen, 
“Notations+Diagrams: Mapping 
the Intangible”, Practice : 
architecture, technique + 
representation, 2nd ed. London ; 
New York: (Routledge, 2009).

“An Abstract Machine”, 
“Matter of Representation”
An abstract machine in itself is 
not physical or corporeal, any 
more than it is semiotic; it is 
diagrammatic [...] it operates 
by matter, not by substance; 
by function, not by form. The 
diagrammatic or abstract 
machine does not function to 
represent, even something real 
but rather constructs a real that 
is yet to come, a new type of 
reality.

2.
The empiricist-author 
internalized 
“colonizing idealism” 



Willis Carrier, The ASHRAE-style psychrometric chart, The American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, 
pioneered in 1904.

Passive Heating
Comfortable hours : 905 hours/year; 10.3%)

a. Winter Clothing
b. Internal heat gain (2100 hours/year; 24.0%)
c. Passive solar direct gain high mass (834 hours/
year; 9.5%*)
d. Passive solar direct gain low mass (553 hours/year; 
6.3%*)

Total passive heating (3005 hours/year; 24.0%)

Passive Cooling
Comfortable hours : 905 hours/year; 10.3%)

e. Summer Clothing
f. Natural ventilation cooling (133 hours/year; 1.5%*)
g. High thermal mass (163 hours/year; 1.9%)

Total passive cooling (1068 hours/year; 1.9%)

Active Systems
h. Heating and humidification (4953 hours/year; 
56.5%)
i. Dehumidification only (441 hours/year; 5.0%)
j. Cooling and dehumidification (198 hours/year; 
2.3%)

Total active conditioning (5592 hours/year; 63.8%)



Fitch. “Conceptual Parameters of Historic Preservation.”
Historic Preservation, (1982): 47.

“Replication in the art field implies the creation of mirror 
image of an extant artifact. In the case of architecture, 
it implies the construction of an exact copy of a still-
standing building on a site removed from the prototype. 
In other words, the replica coexists with the original. 
Physically, the replica can be more accurate than the 
reconstruction, since the prototype is available as a 
control for proportion,
polychromy, texture.”

Extant Artist: 
“Replicate a mirror image of an extant artifact, here.”

3.
The visionary-author 
internalized 
“Romantic dreams”



“Memory of a Place”, “Architectural Rome Neurosis”
Le Corbusier, “The Lesson of Rome” Towards A New Architecture,
(London : Architectural Press, 1970):159.



4.
The poet-author 
internalized 
the stage and foolish audience

“Foolish, Who thinks I am not you” 
(Ah ! insensé qui croit que je ne suis pas toi!)

Victor Hugo, (1856) Les contemplation: extraits, Univers des lettres, 
(Paris: Bordas, 1976).

“We are part of the earth” 
(Vi er en del av jorden)

Chief Seattle , (1786?-1866), Vi er en def av jorden; (Squamish 
people, indigenous people of the Pacific Northwest Coast, 1992).

I have lost myself: If you lose yourself, you will forget your body, 
see everything in the world as one, and no longer know that there 
is a difference between you and me.)
(吾喪我: 喪我		言忘其身也		忘其身		則視天地萬物爲一		不復知有彼我之分也)

Zhuangzi (莊子):, 齊物論; The Adjustment of Controversies, (late 4th 
CE, 道	: dao: path)





5.
The literati-author 
internalized 
pertinence with the external

“Bildung” (education, forming, emerging; self-cultivation)
Georg Hegel,  “Buildung”, Encyclopedia of the 
Philosophical Sciences,  (Germany, 1817): “the universal, 
the perfection of the absolute knowledge of philosophy; 
Absolute Idealism”.

“Bildungsroman” (education novel)
“the fusion of horizons”; a literary genre that focuses on the 
psychological and moral growth of the protagonist from 
childhood to adulthood (coming of age)

Zhang Longxi, “The Myth of the Other: China in the Eyes 
of the West”, Critical Inquiry, vol. 15, no. 1, (1988): 131.



Gustav Klimt, Philosophy, Klimt University 
of Vienna Ceiling Paintings, (1899–1907).
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Hays, K. Michael, and Andrew Holder.
Inscriptions : Architecture before Speech.
(Harvard University GSD, 2021).
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Source amnesia: projective essence, critical absence.

Peter Galison, “Blacked-out spaces: Freud, censorship, and the
re-territorialization of the mind,” British Journal for the History of
Science, 45, (2012): 235-266.

Power and Engenderment
Michel Foucault, (1926-1924), "Scientia Sexualis", History of Sexuality,
Vol.1, New York (Pantheon Books; 1978): 55.

[...] was characteristic of the fin de siècle society. It is as if a
fundamental resistance blocked the development of a rationally formed
discourse concerning human sex, its correlations, and its effects. A
disparity of this sort would indicate that the aim of such a discourse was
not to state the truth but to prevent its very emergence.





GROUNDED SELF
[ place : territory : geography ]
[ of memory : of exclusion : of atmosphere]
[ mimesis : ablation : contemporaneity ]
 [ ɸ ] (voiceless bilabial fricative)
 [ ⊖ ] (intersection; symmetric difference)
  [ 0 – 1 ]
  [ O – | ]







Cartographic Selfie : Three Cities
Boston-Cambridge-Somerville

[       (yellow) : “designers’ block” ]
[ (blue) : “residents’ safe” ]
[ (red) : “students’ sandbox” ]





Cartographic Selfie : Two Cities
Cambridge-Somerville

[       (yellow) : “designers’ block” ]
[ (blue) : “residents’ safe” ]
[ (red) : “students’ sandbox” ]





Cartographic Selfie : Three Squares
Harvard Sq.-Porter Sq.-Union Sq.

[       (yellow) : “designers’ block” ]
[ (blue) : “residents’ safe” ]
[ (red) : “students’ sandbox” ]



designers’ block
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SITE PLAN
1. Gund Hall, 1972, Andrews, Anderson, Baldwin
2. CGIS Knafel Building, 2004, Pei Cobb Freed & Partners
3. 1727 Cambridge St., 1885 (1976), McLean
4. 3 Sumner Road, 1906 (1976), McLean
5. 7 Sumner Road, 1917 (1976), Harlow
6. 11 & 13 Sumner Road, 1844 (1977), Cutler
7. 17 Sumner Road, 1844 (1961), Hastings
8. 38 Kirkland Street, 1842 (1961), Hastings
9. 34 Kirkland Street, 1840 (1969), Hastings
10. Swedenborg Chapel, 1901, Warren
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*SITE PLAN
1. Gund Hall, 1972, Andrews, Anderson, Baldwin
2. CGIS Knafel Building, 2004, Pei Cobb Freed & Partners
3. 1727 Cambridge St., 1885 (1976), McLean
4. 3 Sumner Road, 1906 (1976), McLean
5. 7 Sumner Road, 1917 (1976), Harlow
6. 11 & 13 Sumner Road, 1844 (1977), Cutler
7. 17 Sumner Road, 1844 (1961), Hastings
8. 38 Kirkland Street, 1842 (1961), Hastings
9. 34 Kirkland Street, 1840 (1969), Hastings
10. Office, 2023, Designer’s Block Development
11. Swedenborg Chapel, 1901, Warren







1. parcel (32,539 ft²)

2. 48' x 48' open floor with skylights (3,638 ft²)

3. 134' long wall surface (958 ft²)

4. 48' x 64' open floor with skylights (4,562 ft²)

5. storage (2,465 ft²)

6. access to neighboring buildings  (45 ft)

7. basement of reoriented buildings

Floor Plan
Level 0

A
B
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PLAN 0
A. parcel (32,539 ft²)
B. parcel ()

1. 48’ x 48’ open floor with skylights (3,638 ft²)
2. 134’ long wall surface (958 ft²)
3. 48’ x 64’ open floor with skylights (4,562 ft²)
4. storage (2,465 ft²)
5. access to neighboring buildings (45 ft)
6. basement of reoriented buildings
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PLAN 1
A. Back-yard

B. Kirkland street





1 bay: 287 sqft (×16)

3 bays: 525 sqft (×4)

Floor Plan
Level 2

1
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PLAN 2 ( ~ “PLAN 3-7”)
1. Office, 2023, Designer’s Block Development

2. 11 & 13 Sumner Road, 1844 (1977), Cutler

3. 17 Sumner Road, 1844 (1961), Hastings

4. 38 Kirkland Street, 1842 (1961), Hastings

5. 34 Kirkland Street, 1840 (1969), Hastings





building height: 116 ft

Section
West to East

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9

10

1. Memorial Hall, 1874, Brunts; renewed by VSBA
2. Gund Hall, 1972, Andrews, Anderson, Baldwin
3. CGIS Knafel Building, 2004, Pei Cobb Freed & Partners
4. 34 Kirkland Street, 1840 (1969), Hastings
5. 38 Kirkland Street, 1842 (1961), Hastings
6. 17 Sumner Road, 1844 (1961), Hastings
7. 11 & 13 Sumner Road, 1844 (1977), Cutler
8. Office, 2023, Designer’s Block Development
9. Adolphus Busch Hall, 1917, Warren & Smith Architects
10. William James Hall, 1964, Minoru Yamasaki & Associates



Section
West to East

building height: 116 ft
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Envelope Detail Section
S,W,E facade assembly, 14' x 5' 4" panel

1. soil
2. tile decking
3. drainage mat
4. vapor barrier / insulation
5. composite floor slab: reinforced concrete on metal form deck
6. continuous beam: W10 x 60

7. cladding (clay? -new form of brick?)
8. drainage mat
9. vapor barrier / insulation
10. panel structure (3 pin connection)
11. fresh air intake

12. foundation cladding
13. vapor barrier / insulation
14. reinforced concrete

15. drainage (2' diameter)
16. geothermal piles

Envelope Detail Section
1” : 3’
(S,W,E facade assembly, 14’ x 5’ 4” panel)

1. soil
2. tile decking
3. drainage mat
4. vapor barrier / insulation
5. composite floor slab: reinforced concrete 
on metal form deck
6. continuous beam: W10 x 60

7. clay cladding 
8. drainage mat
9. vapor barrier / insulation
10. panel structure (3 pin connection)
11. fresh air intake

12. folded steel cladding
13. vapor barrier / insulation
14. reinforced concrete

15. drainage (2’ diameter)





HARVARD FACULTY OF DESIGN
ASSUMPTIONS

HARVARD FACULTY OF DESIGN
Cash Flow & Project Exits



HARVARD FACULTY OF DESIGN
Development Budget

Sackler Building Costs = 24 million

Construction Budget (Sackler Reference)

OK

Perm Lender Costs (appraisal, DD…)



residents’ safe

































students’ sandbox













Dalla Santa, G., Galgaro, A., Sassi, R., Cultrera, M., Scotton, P., Mueller, J., Bertermann, D., Mendrinos, D., Pasquali, R., Perego, R., Pera, S., Di Sipio, E., 

Cassiani, G., De Carli, M., & Bernardi, A., “An updated ground thermal properties database for GSHP applications”, Geothermics, 85, (2020): 101758.

Table of data obtained from experimental measurements: 
thermal conductivity, volumetric heat capacity, and density ranges

Clauser, C., Huenges, E., “Thermal conductivity of rocks and minerals”, Rock Physics and Phase Relations, A Handbook of Physical Constants (Am Geophys 

Union 1995): 124.

Thermal conductivity of rocks over phase relations





T. Bauer, W. -D. Steinmann, D. Laing, R. Tamme, “Thermal Energy Storage Materials and Systems”, 

Ch.5, Annual Review of Heat Transfer, Vol. 15: (Begell House Inc, 2012): 141, 149.

Thermophysical properties for sensible heat storage

N’Tsoukpoe, K. Edem, et al. “A Review on Long-Term Sorption Solar Energy 

Storage.” Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews, vol. 13-9, (Universite´de-

Savoie,Polytech’Savoie  2009): 2386.

Volumes of thermal-energy-storage types 
and material energy-density-constants
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Magaldi Green Thermal Energy Storage

Sadeghi, G. “Energy storage on demand: Thermal energy storage development, materials, design, and integration challenges”, 

Energy Storage Materials, (2022): 199.

Thermophysical properties for sensible heat storage at 20 °C.





target thermal storage

= ( 61.3337 m )³

iron weight = volume × density

= 362,243 ton

 0.9 %   of total iron ore mined
                 in 2022 United States

= 408,398 ton

 614 acre of sand surface

sand volume = 1480.49 Btu/m³
179,434,523 Btu 179,434,523 Btu

= 230,728 m³ × 1.570 ton/m³

iron volume =

sand weight = volume × density

= ( 122'  4-1/4" )³

= 230,728 m³

3459.53 Btu/m³

= ( 201'  2-11/16" )³

= 51,866.7 m³ × 7.874 ton/m³

= ( 37.2932 m )³

material energy density

Steam Monthly Unit Cost

material volume =

If target thermal storage is 1 hour worth of steam:

128,580 MMBtu × 1/28 (month/days) × 1/24 (day/hours)  = 179 MMBtu

How much of material for the thermal energy storage to hold 1 hour worth of steam?

(as a reference point, DEF chilled water tank capacity is 4,921 m³)

=  51,866.7 m³
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Two Analysts on Architect-neurosis

■■■ ■■: Are you ready?

■■ ■■: Yes. How many discontents do we have for the analysis?

■■■ ■■: We have three of architect-neurosis, the affective  
disorder in review.1,2 

1 Sigmund Freud, “Infantile material as a source of dreams”, The Interpretation of Dreams, (1955): 211-239.
On Rome-neurosis: “I have in mind is a series of dreams which are based upon a longing to visit Rome. 
[…] the dreams in which ‘the wish to go to Rome’ had become a cloak and symbol for a number of other 
passionate wishes. [….] Hannibal and Rome symbolized the conflict between the tenacity of Jewry and the 
organization of the Catholic church.”

2 Carl E. Schorske, “Politics and Patricide in Freuds Interpretation of Dreams,” Fin-de-Siècle Vienna: Politics and 
Culture. 1st ed., (Random House, 1979): 193-203.

“Freud actually entered the Eternal City in nearly five years 1901, after his father's death, not "to take 
vengeance on the Romans," but as intellectual pilgrim and psycho-archeologist, in the footsteps of 
Winckelmann. He wrote, "It was an overwhelming experience for me, and, as you know, the fulfillment of a 
long-cherished wish.””



■■■ ■■: Great. Let’s play the first discontent:

“In reality, I’m childish. But in public, I don’t dare admit 
it. I have to play the role of a staid, controlled person. 
This role is a confoundedly artificial one for me.” 3

■■ ■■: The role of the internal conflict is evident in its effect. 
Initially, the claim of being childish constructs a facade of humility 
and innocence for the responsible adult. Eventually, the claim 
establishes a myth around the analysand, advantaging the 
individual to wield socio-cultural contracts that define available 
roles and ways of being. As a whole, the confession signals the 
longing for self-representation in creative acts.4 

3 Richard Neutra, “letter to his wife”, (1930): from Mark Wigley, “How Old is Young?”, Perspecta, 37, (2005): 75.
4 Otto Rank, The Trauma of Birth, (1907): 73. & “Microcosm and Macrocosm”, Art and Artist: Creative Urge and 
Personality Development (New York: 25, Norton, 1989): 141-157.

“[…] the Christian ideology democratized the immortal soul, which before had been prerogative of kings, 
heroes, or creative people (artists). The democratization of the soul-concept had a great share in the 
flowering of Christian art, which expanded over more than a thousand years, and this was because it had 
become essential to objectify the human substrate of this abstraction for the world at large.”



■■■ ■■: We got underlying psychomechanism driving the 
delusion. Let’s move on to the second discontent:

“I am haunted by the irresistible urge to be an 
architect. The love for architecture overrides 
every warning sign about the profession.”

■■ ■■: Obsessive “search for identity” expresses the 
need to seek truth about self.5 The general act of speaking 
creates a sense of commitment and truth that is essential to 
development of healthy ego.6 The “talking cure”7 must account 
all other signs as lost and reified to meaningless symbols.8 
In this case, the unconscious speaks the ‘language of 
environment modification’. The select form of speech reflects 

5 Elizabeth Lunbeck, “Identity”, The Americanization of Narcissism (Harvard University Press, 2014), 224.
The word identity, [or] the ideal of a robustly conceived and fully realized self, were soon everywhere, 
the holy grail of selfhood prompting countless quests and searches as well as the publication of popular 
books with titles such as Man’s Search for Himself, On Being a Real Person, and several dozen more offering 
variations on the “search for identity” that collectively made the case that Americans no longer knew who 
or what they were.

6 Erik H. Erikson. “The Problem of Ego identity”, Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association 4, (1956): 70.
On the autoerotic enjoyment of speech: “the process of identity formation emerges as an evolving 
configuration —a configuration which is gradually established by successive ego syntheses and 
resyntheses throughout childhood; it is a configuration gradually integrating constitutional givens, 
idiosyncratic libidinal needs, favored capacities, significant identifications, effective defenses, successful 
sublimations, and consistent roles.”

7 Sigmund Freud, “Recommendations to physicians practising psycho-analysis” (1912), Standard Edition 12: 116.
Anna O., the famous patient of Breuer and Freud coined the term ‘talking cure’: a process of 
psycho-archeological dig that clears out mental inhibitions. 

8 Mari Ruti. “The Dignity of the Thing.” The Singularity of Being, (Fordham University Press, 2012): 121.
 “We are haunted by the sadness of having lost the Thing that we are driven to try to reincarnate it through 
our various eff orts to make meaning.”



the repression particular to architect-neurosis. The analysand 
considers environments as narcissistic extensions of those who 
projected them.9,10  The silent walls, floors, ceilings, and other 
surrounding objects exert significant repressions against the 
architect-id11,12.

9 Heinz Kohut, “Extending Empathic Understanding, Sharing an Attitude”, (1987):  51.
“Some seemingly inanimate environment is really animate environment if it has been placed there by 
somebody who is animate. It becomes an extension of that individual.”  Kohut recommended analysts to 
extend such an empathic understanding and share an attitude with their patients. “[…], as an auxiliary 
ego to him, by understanding, you can add insight, giving him greater mastery over present tensions and 
allowing him greater ease in working himself out of a rather circumscribed problem.” 

10 Sylvia Lavin, “The New Mood or Affective Disorder.” Assemblage, no. 41: (2000): 40.
 Architecture is an “affect machine designed to produce particular feeling-states.[…] Since buildings were 
busy creating emotion, and critics were busy having emotion, architects themselves were deprived from 
emotional life. […] Richard Neutra, who deliberately fashioned himself as a psychoanalyst, to the wider 
phenomenon of using architecture to ensure mental hygiene, to the establishment of environmental 
psychology, the discipline of architecture structured a world of object relations in which inanimate 
buildings assumed key roles in the emotional lives of the nonprofessional public while architects mediated 
this psychic organization.”

11 Antoine Picon, The Materiality of Architecture, (University of Minnesota Press, 2021): 20.
“Pledged to silent materiality, architecture is a way to understand how matter and materials, as well as the 
things and objects that are made from them, are actually constitutive of humans.”  

See also, James C. Scott, “Zoonoses: A perfect Epistemological Storm”, Against the Grain: A Deep History 
of the Earliest States (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2017): 95.

“We, of course, are hardly the only species to modify the environment to our advantage. […] 
virtually all mammals, in fact- engage in “niche construction,” which changes the physical properties 
of the landscape and the distribution of other species of flora, fauna, and microbial life around 
them.”

12 [id]
 [“the it”], [das Es], [Ucs] 

Sigmund Freud, ed. James Strachey, “Editor’s Introduction”  & “Das Ich und das Es” Group Psychology and the Analysis 
of the Ego, SE, 17, (1921): 7; 14-17.

“The id was eventually decided upon in preference to 'the it', so as to be parallel with the long-
established 'ego'.”

“We have two kinds of unconscious- the one which is latent but capable of becoming conscious, 
and the one which is repressed and incapable of becoming conscious. […] the idea that in 
each individual there is a coherent organization of mental process; and we call this ego. The 
ego controls the discharge of excitations into the external world; it is the mental agency which 
exercises censorship. […] 



■■■ ■■: Great. We have got the symbolic system.  
Now, here is the third and last discontent: 

“I die embittered because I feel that my best 
ideas were ignored, compromised, or stolen.” 13

13 [Le Corbusier, 1887]; 
Mark Wigley, “How Old is Young?”, Perspecta, 37, (2005): 64–77.

“The threshold of master-apprentice relationship sets the common stage for the romantic stories of 
young architects surviving difficult professional conditions before emerging into the light.



■■ ■■: The discontent speaks to the inheritance of the 
“unresolved psychological task” 14, and the transmission 

of the affective disorder across generations”.15  Handing 
off the burden of repression to the following group, the 
old apprentices never escaped as they only re-enacted 
the incarceration. Even within the ideal scenario of 

“establishing one’s own master practice”, the available 
roles and relations remain the same. The permanent-
apprentices are trapped in a misprison16. 

14 [Louis Sullivan, 1856 -- Frank Lloyd Wright, 1867 -- Richard Neutra, 1892]; ibid.
“To begin my career, I had to work anonymously, becoming the master’s "alter ego", or "the pencil in the 
master’s hand" that made my master, a master. My master was unable to distinguish his own work from 
mine. Not only did I do master's work better than the master, but also developed the new signature work 
of the master, which the master agreed to adopt.”

15 Christopher Lasch, “The Awareness Movement and the Social Invasion of the Self”, The Culture of Narcissism : 
American Life in an Age of Diminishing Expectations, (1978): 8.

“The contemporary narcissist bears a superficial resemblance, in his self-absorption and delusions of 
grandeur, to the “imperial self” so often celebrated in nineteenth-century American Literature. […] The 
break from Europe, the abolition of primogeniture, and the looseness of family ties gave substance to their 
belief that Americans, alone among the people of the world, could escape the entangling influence of the 
past.”

16 [misprison]
 [Apprentice complex]; ibid.

“The paradox of signature is that signs of originality can be copied: mastering signature work is 
established through the mastery of the copy.”

[Shakespeare complex]; 
Bloom, Harold. “Preface”,  The Anxiety of Influence : a Theory of Poetry. (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1996): xiii. 

“Real multiculturalists accept Shakespeare as the one indispensable author, so much that he 
becomes different in kind. Shakespeare is not only the Western canon; he is also the world canon. 
That his appeal is equal to audiences of all continents, races, and languages (always excluding 
the French) seems to me an absolute refutation of our currently fashionable views, prevalent 
particularly in Britain and America, that insists upon a Shakespeare culture-bound by history and 
society. As Emerson rightly concluded, no context, not even the theatrical, confines Shakespeare.” 
But,

[audience complex]; 
François Jullien, Hawkes Sophie, “Between Emotion and Landscape: The World is Not an Object of 
Representation”, Detour and Access: Strategies of Meanings in China and Greece. (New York: Zone Books: 
2000): 152.

“Inspired by the gods and possessing enthusiasm, the Greek poet became a seer. […]The Greek 
poet’s objective was to feel, to make felt, by bringing “before one’s eyes.” […] the Chinese conceived 
of poetic phenomena in terms of incitement, the Greeks conceived of poetic creation in terms of 
representation. Originating in philosophy, where it was first used to distinguish levels of being, 
mimesis served as a general perspective for poiesis. For this reason, it was linked to the evolution 
of the poetic genre in Greece, leading from the epic in theater to more direct representation of 
muthos.”



■■■ ■■: Any final recommendations?

■■ ■■: In addition to being “healers” of the analysand, 
we must help administer “preventive medicine” to the 
discipline recovering from large-group trauma.17 The 
release of the built-up pressure is inevitable, so the 
analysand and the respective discipline must be aware of 
the volatile nature of the inheritance and plan the release 
of its pressure toward good use.18 

17 V. Volkan, “Traumatized societies and psychological care: Expanding the concept of preventive medicine” (1999): 
“In traumatized societies, affected individuals may, mostly unconsciously, oblige their progeny to resolve 
the directly traumatized generation’s own unfinished psychological tasks related to the shared trauma.  The 
impact of trauma is shared across large groups, which can extend across thousands or millions of people, 
most of whom will never meet one another, but shares a sense of national, religious, or ethnic sameness 
[…].”

18 Donald W. Winnicott, “The use of an object,” International Journal of Psychoanalysis, 50 (1969): 712.
“Object-relating is an experience of the subject that can be described in terms of the subject as an isolate. 
[…] it follows that discussion of the subject of relating is a much easier exercise for analysts than is the 
discussion of usage, since relating may be examined as a phenomenon of the subject, and psychoanalysis 
always likes to be able to eliminate all factors that are environmental, except in so far as the environment 
can be thought of in terms of projective mechanisms. But in examining usage there is no escape; the 
analyst must take into account the nature of the object, not as a projection, but as a thing in itself.”




